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Layout Option Premises

▪ Option 1: Lacrosse Stick Monument in the Center of the site, vicinity of the cul-de-sac/arena building
▪ Option 2: Lacrosse Stick Monument at the existing high point at northeastern corner of the site.
▪ All Options:
  ▫ Provide for a full size Lacrosse/Soccer Field
  ▫ Place 4x volleyball courts, 1x basketball court, 1x skate park, 1x tennis court
Review of Options
Option 1
Seeing the LAX Monument

Option 1
LAX Monument

- Having the statue centrally located on site allows visitors to understand its importance and is visually pleasing from all angles, not just across the river.
- Idea(s): Having a statue that shows pride and strength (still standing)
Lacrosse/Soccer Field

- The decision to keep the soccer/lacrosse field where it is currently located is based on a few key factors.
- The ground in this location is the most level due to the fact the previous soccer/lacrosse field was there.
- Lights are already installed with the surrounding slope providing a stadium style feel.
- Idea(s): Adding benches and bleachers for players and spectators
Courts/ Changing Room

- Encompassing the Native American symbol allows for a very sleek and robust layout that is captivating to the eye.

- Idea(s):
  - Adding benches and bleachers for players and spectators
  - Having a water fountain at the changing area
Band Shell

- Locating the Bandshell centrally on site allows acoustics to reach all areas of the site. Also, the angle of the Bandshell allows some spectators to watch from their vehicles which accommodates for older and handicapped people alike.

- Idea(s): have electric power for the Bandshell
Skate Park

- Having the skatepark in the lower left hand of the site allows skaters to have a private area free of pedestrians and events.
- Idea(s): having an outdoor water fountain
Option 1B

- Existing playground
- Band Shell
- LAX Monument
- Changing room / Canteen
- Volleyball
- Basketball
- Tennis
- Skate Park
- Water Fountain, feature garden or second option for LAX monument
- Extended Parking Lot
Main Area

- Extending Parking lot - more things to do, more people
- Central piece, so it is not plain (I was worried about putting the LAX Monument here because something might block over river view)
- Sidewalks connecting everything, canteen is central
- Steps down to bandshell, easy access
Lacrosse/Soccer Field

- Space for events
- Walk around LAX Monument, gives importance
- Complete path around, easy to make small or big loop. (Do not have to turn around, may need some stairs)
Option 2
Seeing the LAX Monument
Option 2
Option 2A
Lacrosse Field and Band Shell

- Most suitable area
- Less time developing
- Band Shell
  - Slope of Hill
  - Use field as extra space for events using band shell
Lacrosse Monument

- Upper Northeast Corner
- Best visibility from across the river and the international bridge; as well as the main entrance
- At second highest point
Courts, Skate Park, Canteen

- Generalized Location and Optimizes Space
- Canteen in central location to all amenities
Skate Park Change for Option 2A

- Skate Park addition to Walking Trail
  - More area for activities
  - Versatile
  - Embed skatepark in current landscape
Option 2B

- Band Shell
- Volleyball
- Basketball
- Tennis
- Skate Park
- Option 2B
- Lacrosse/Soccer Field
- Hall of Fame Pavilion
- Basketball
- Existing playground
- Picnic Pavilion
- LAX Monument
- Tennis
- Existing playground
- Changing room / Canteen
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Lacrosse/ Soccer Field

- Create field exactly to specifications and quality
- Change property focus
- More accessibility
- Creates a second large organization area
Basketball and Tennis Courts

- Build basketball court on already developed land
- Least amount of additional development
- Tennis court is easily accessible
- Can be combined with basketball court if the play surface is compatible
Skate Park

- Create fitness trail with objects usable as skate obstacles
- Spreads skate park over larger area than a single facility
- Multi-use opportunity
Volleyball Courts

- Sand courts near the river give a beach-like feeling
- Spreading them out creates a less developed feeling
- Allows multiple groups to play without interference
Band Shell and Changing Facilities

- Angled slightly towards existing lacrosse field and placed near the river to optimize space for attendees
- Allows more social interactions towards right side of the band shell
- Picnic and children’s play area in lacrosse field
- Changing rooms in most central and accessible location
Walkways

- Placed in most accessible location
- Easily get from one location to another
Option 2C
Lacrosse Field

- Remain in existing location
- Land area most suitable
- Replace/Fix current field
Lacrosse Monument and Band Shell

- Lacrosse Monument
  - In proximity to highest point
  - Can be viewed from all angles

- Band Shell
  - Open area for events
 Courts

- Volleyball
  - Beach like feel, near water.
Option 2D
Walkway

- To allow anyone to walk anywhere throughout the entire place.
- Ideally using wood
Volleyball

- Having the Volleyball courts near the water to mimic the “Ocean feel.”
Tennis

- Having the Tennis court in its own area, yet be around the other sports area.
Basketball

- Being near the area of the sports section.
Lax Monument

- The blue outer ring- walkway for people to see the monument in full 360.
- Highest peak
Soccer Field

- The location is convenient
Band Shell

- The band shell is have a “balcony”
Questions?